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Two th ?.,rzm-r 011 the sume of generalized hypergeometric functions have been established. The theorems have 
further beenemployed to prove some theorems on the sums of Kamp6 de FBriet functions. 
Twa theorems on the sums af generalized hypergeametric functions have been established. In the 
first theorem we have expressed a , + ,Fg + ,, in which a numerator parameter exceeds a denominator 
parameter by a positive integer, say rn, as %he sum of rs -+ 1 ,Pq. In the second theorem. we have 
expressed a + ,Fq+, in which a denominator parameter exceeds a numerator paramefer by a positive 
integer say n, as the sum of n + 1 , + ,Fy + ,. The two theorems have further been used to 
establish some theorems on the sums of KampC de PCriet functions. On specializing the parameters, 
the theorems yield many results some af which are knawn while the others are believed to be new. 
The hypergeometric function of twa variables defined by Kampt de Ptrietl is denoted as : 
where pi denotes the set of parameters pl,. . . , pi. n(& denotes the product (/A,)* . : (pi)8 ( P ) ~ ,  denotes 
F(p+s) / r ( p ) .  Calan (:) and semicolon (;) separate the terms af the form (mi), +, and (cj),, ( CJ)P. 
RagabZ has shown that the series on the right af (1) converges for all finite x, y if g'+ h < i + J ,  
g + H ~ i + J , c o n w r g e s f o r I x I  -k ] y I  < m i n ( 1 , 2 " g + ~ i f g + h = i + j + 1 , g f  H = i + J + l .  
It can also be sham that the series converges if 
g f h = i + j + l ,  y f l l - i f  J +  1 
and 1 x 1 . 1 1 y  1 < 1 Re@) > 0, 
or I x I < 1, 1 y  1 d 1, Re(Y) > 0, 
or 1 x 1 < 1, 1 y 1 < 1, Re(X) > 0, Re(Y) > 0, 
where 
X = zl, + Zcj - Zag - Zbh 
Y = Zai + ZCJ - Zag - EBB 
The follawing result will be required in the proof3. 
T H E O R E M S  O N  T H E  S U M S  O F  G E N E R A L I Z E D  H Y  P E R G E  O M E T R I C  
F U N C T I O N S  
The theorems ta be established are 
n 
where m is s positive integer. 
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where ~s is a positive integer. 
Proof: 
We shall prove the above theorems by induction on n. 
We have 
Thus (3)  holds for 9a s= 1. \ 
Let as suppox? tW it Llds  for n =at m. Further 
p + l F q + l ( ~ p + l ,  a + m + l ; b p + l , a +  1 ;s )  
Now using the result (3)  for n = m  and the elementary results 
we find that the theorem holds for m + 1. This proves (3). 
We see that (4)  holds for n = 1. Lef us assume that; it holds for la = m. Further ( 2 )  yields 
p+lEtP+i(~p,a  - m -  1 ;  b q , a ; s )  - P + l F g + l ( a p , a  - m ;  bp, a ; $ )  
Using the assumption that (4)  holds for n = m, we see that the right hancl side of (6),  on using the 
summation notation for F, becomes 
m 
n ( a p ) i + r ( - ) g x g + r ( - i )  ( a - l ) ,  
'w) n(b4)i+r r! (a - l ) r + i  + I  
a=o r=O 
rn 
m - 1  n ( a p ) i  + , (-)i xi + (a) ,  
- 
T 
' =z x ( i - 1 )  n(bq) i+rr!(a)s+r  a + r - 1  
i=l r=O I 
WAD&A : Generalized Bypergeometric Function 
Here we have changed i to i - 1 in the second expression. By virtue of 
We have 
Substituting in (5 )  and again using 
we see that the theorem (4) is established far n = m + 1. 
T H E O R E M S  O N  T H E  S U M S  O F  K A M P e  D E  F e R I E T  F U N C T I O N S  
Theorems to be established are 
a,: bh; Bar, B - n ;  
P 
a i : c j ;  C J ,  B ;  

WADHWA : Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
Pmf : 
We have 
Using (3) , we get 
= Right hand side of (6). 
Repeating the process we have (7). 
To establish (8), we have 
g + ~ + i F i + j + l ( a g  + p , a + p  + f i , B ~ ; a i  + p , a + p ;  C J ; ~ )  
On using (3), this becomea 
. g + ~ i E l i + ~ ( a ~ + p + X , B ~ + A ; c r i + p + A , C ~ +  A ; y )  
= 2 2 (;) n(ag)h n ( B ~ ) h + g  yA 
q=O h=O 
n(cri)h n(cj)h+q 
. ~ + ~ + ~ F i + - j + l ( a g + ~ . + A , a + f i ~ b h ; a i + A + q , a + X , c ~ ; ~ )  
Using (3) again, we find it to be equal to the right hand side of (8). 
Other results can similarly be obtained with the help of the various results obtained ckve, 
. . 

